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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
Eclipses  
The earth, along with the other planets, revolves around the sun in its orbit. In turn, the moon revolves 
around the earth in the moon’s orbit. There comes a time when the three heavenly bodies get aligned in 
the same straight line. This is when an eclipse occurs. It is defined as an astronomical phenomenon that 
occurs when one spatial object comes within the shadow of another spatial object. This obstructs the 
observer from seeing one of them in space. On earth, we witness two types of eclipses: solar and lunar 

 Lunar eclipses : When earth comes between sun and earth 

 Solar eclipses : When moon comes between sun and earth 
Lunar eclipses 
Lunar Eclipse 
Also known as the eclipse of the moon, it occurs when the earth comes in between the sun and the 
moon. As a result, the earth blocks the light of the sun from reaching the moon’s surface and casts its 
shadow on the moon. It occurs on a full moon day. We can observe up to 3 lunar eclipses per year. 

  
Depending on how the sun, the moon, and the earth line up, lunar eclipse too can be categorized as: 

 Partial: When only a part of the moon moves into the shadow of the earth. 

 Total: When the earth passes directly in front of the moon and casts its shadow on the full moon. 
Solar Eclipse 
Also known as the 
eclipse of the sun, it 
occurs when the 
moon comes in 
between the sun 
and the earth. As a 
result, the moon 
blocks the light of the sun from reaching the earth’s surface and casts a shadow on it. This occurs on a 
new moon phase. We can observe up to 5 solar eclipses per year. 
 
Depending on the distance of the moon from the earth during the event, different types of solar 
concealment can be observed. They can be categorized as: 

 Partial: When the moon does not align completely with the sun and so only a portion of the sunlight 
is blocked from reaching the earth. 

 Annular: When the moon covers the sun but the sun can be seen around the edges of the moon 
giving an impression of the sun is a bright ring surrounding the dark disc of the moon. 

 Total: When the sun is completely covered by the moon. The sky becomes so dark that it appears to 
be night. Only a small area on the earth can witness it. 

MCQ 
1. When Lunar Eclipse occur? 

(A) When Sun is between Earth and Moon 
(B) When Earth is between Sun and Moon 
(C) When Moon is between Earth and Sun 
(D) When Earth is between Sun and other celestial bodies 

https://byjus.com/physics/planet/
https://byjus.com/physics/moon/
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2. When did the lunar eclipse happen? 
(A) Half Moon  (B) Full Moon 
(C) Equinox   (D)  None of the above 

3. Select the correct option matching together about Earth shadows: 
1. Umbra – darker, central part 
2. Penumbra – the outer part 
3. Antumbra – partly shaded area beyond the umbra 
Correct Options are: 
(A)  Only 1 and 2  (B)  Only 2 and 3 
(C)  Only 1   (D)  All 1, 2 and 3 

4. When the same pattern of solar eclipse repeats every 18 years 11 days 8 hours are known as: 
(A)  Nodes cycle  (B)  Saros cycle 
(C)  Saras cycle  (D)  Payan cycle 

5. What do you mean by Blood Moon? 
(A)  It is a total solar eclipse. 
(B)  It is a partial lunar eclipse with a red glow 
(C)  It is a total lunar eclipse with a deep red glow 
(D)  None of the above 

 
Answer keys   

1. B 
2. B 
3. D 
4. B 
5. C 
 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
When to Use NO ARTICLE? 

1. We usually use no article to talk about things in general. 
Examples: 
Milk is good for you. 
Men are always fond of soccer. 

2. We do not use an article when talking about sports and games. 
Examples: 
Let’s go and play basketball. 
Badminton is an indoor game. 
He loves to play table tennis. 

3. Do not use article before the names of countries unless the name suggests that the country is made 
up of smaller units or constituent parts. 
Examples: 
Japan 
France 
Exceptions: 
Use the – the UK (United Kingdom), the USA (United States of America), the Irish Republic… 
(Kingdom, state, republic and union are nouns, so they need an article.) 

4. Do not use article before the name of language. 
Examples: We are learning English. 

5. Do not use article before the names of railway stations when they are also place names. 
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6. Do not use article before the names of meals if they refer to the meals generally, as a part of the 
daily routine. 
Examples: 
They invited some friends to dinner. 
We had beef steak for dinner. 
But the must be used when the meal is a particular one, thought of as a social function. 
Examples: 
The wedding breakfast was held in a beautiful garden. 

7. Do not use article before noun + number. 
Examples: 
You’ll be leaving from Gate 5 on the eastern concourse. 
The laboratory is in room 6 on the third floor. 
 

EXER CISE 
DIRECTION: FILL IN THE BLANK WITH A SUITABLE ARTICLE 
1. We bought some cheese and ham. ______cheese was delicious. 
2. It's ________ interesting book. 
3. There was _______ document on the table. 
4. Experts say that ______ coffee can be good for your health. 
5. I don't have ____ car. 
6. Can you pass me ______ water? 
7. ______ president visited our school. 
8. My father is ______  police officer. 
9. Everybody knows that _____ cats are very independent animals. 
10. She picked me up at _____ airport. 
 
ANSWERS 
1. the 
2. AN 
3. a 
4. NO ARTICLE 
5. a 
6. The 
7. THE 
8. A 
9. NO ARTICLE 
10. THE 

REASONING 
1.  A cube has 6 square faces or sides 
2. A cube has 8 points (vertices) 
3. A cube has 12 edges 
4. Only 3 sides of a cube are visible at a time (known as “Joint Sides”) and these sides can never be on 

the opposite side of each other 
5. Things that are shaped like a cube are often referred to as ‘cubic’ 
6. Most dice are cube shaped, with the numbers 1 to 6 on the different faces. 
Certain Basic Rules: 
There are certain dice rules in reasoning which can be sued to solve dice-based questions: 
Rule No. 1: 
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Two opposite faces of the dice cannot be adjacent to each other. 
E.g. Two positions of a dice are shown below. 

 
Here, faces with number 4, 3, 6 and 1 are adjacent to the face number 2. 
Therefore, the 4,3,6,1 can’t be opposite to the face number 2. 
Therefore, face number 5  is opposite to the face number 2. 
 
 
 
Rule No. 2: 
If two dice are shown as below, and one of the two common faces (Face number 4) is in the same 
position, then the remaining faces will be opposite to each other. 
E.g.: Two dice are shown below. 

 
In both the diagrams, two faces numbered 1 & 3 are common. 
Also, 5 & 6 are remaining faces. Hence, face which is number 5 is opposite to the face number 6. 
Rule No. 3: 
If in 2 different positions of the dice, the positions (different), the position of the face that’s common is 
the same, and then the opposite faces of the faces that remain will be in the same positions. 
E.g.: 

 
In both the positions, face number 1 is common for both dice is same. 
Therefore, the opposite of 4 is 2 and the opposite of 5 is 6. 
Rule No. 4: 
If 2 positions of a die are given (Different) and it is also stated that common face is different then the 
face opposite to the given common face would be that which is not shown on any given face in the 2 
given positions. It is also to be noted that the opposite face of the faces that are left cannot be the 
same. 
E.g.: 

 
Note, in the above shown dice, the face having value 6 is not in the similar position. 
The face numbered 1 is not shown. 
So, the face opposite to the face with number 6 is 1. 
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Also, the opposite face of 3 is the face with number 2 and the opposite to face numbered 5 is the face 
with number 1. 

1. Three different position of a dice is given below. Which symbol will come opposite to symbol ? 

 
(A) O  (B) =   (C) ×   (D)   

2. Four forms of a dice are shown below. In this dice which colour will be on the surface opposite to 
the yellow colour? 

 
(A) Red  (B) Blue   (C)  Pink  (D) Voilet 

3. Four forms of a dice are shown below. In this dice which digit will be on the surface opposite to the 
digit 1? 

 
(A) 2  (B) 3   (C) 4   (D) 6 

4. Study the four different positions of a cube given below with numbers from 1 to 6 marked on its 
faces. Find out which number is contained on the face opposite to that containing 3. 

 
(A) 5  (B) 4   (C) 2   (D) 6 

5. Study the following figures and find out the number opposite to 3. 

  
(A) 6  (B) 4   (C) 5   (D) 2 

 
Answer Keys  
1. B; 
2. D; 
3. D; 
4. B; 
5. C; 

MATH 
Train and Man– Basic Concept 
Given below are the important formulas which shall help candidates answer the questions based on this 
topic: 
 Speed of the Train = Total distance covered by the train / Time taken 
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 If the length of two trains is given, say a and b, and the trains are moving in opposite directions with 
speeds of x and y respectively, then the time taken by trains to cross each other = {(a+b) / (x+y)} 

 If the length of two trains is given, say a and b, and they are moving in the same direction, with 
speeds x and y respectively, then the time is taken to cross each other = {(a+b) / (x-y)} 

 When the starting time of two trains is the same from x and y towards each other and after crossing 
each other, they took t1 and t2 time in reaching  y and x respectively, then the ratio between the 
speed of two trains = √t2 : √t1 

 If two trains leave x and y stations at time t1 and t2 respectively and travel with speed L and M 
respectively, then distanced from x, where two trains meet is = (t2 – t1) × {(product of speed) / 
(difference in speed)} 

 If two trains of equal lengths and different speeds take t1 and t2 time to cross a pole, then the time 
taken by them to cross each other if the train is moving in opposite direction = (2×t1×t2) / (t2+t1) 

 If two trains of equal lengths and different speeds take t1 and t2 time to cross a pole, then the time 
taken by them to cross each other if the train is moving in the same direction = (2×t1×t2) / (t2-t1) 

Questions: 
1. A train running at the speed of 56 km/hr crosses a pole in 18 seconds. What is the length of the 

train? 
(A) 200m   (B) 250m  (C) 325m  (D)280m 
Answer: (d) 280m 
Solution: 
Speed = {56 × (5/18)} m/sec = (140/9) m/sec 
Length of the train (Distance) = Speed × Time = {(140/9) × 18} = 280 m 

2. Time is taken by two trains running in opposite directions to cross a man standing on the platform in 
28 seconds and 18 seconds respectively. It took 26 seconds for the trains to cross each other. What 
is the ratio of their speeds? 
(A) 2:3   (B) 3:2   (C) 1:4   (D) 4:1 
Answer: (d) 4:1 
Solution: 
Let the speed one train be x and the speed of the second train be y 
Length of the first train = Speed × Time = 28x 
Length of second train =  Speed × Time = 18y 
So, {(28x+18y) / (x+y)} = 26 
⇒ 28x+18y = 26x+26y 
⇒ 2x = 8y 
Therefore, x:y = 4:1 

3. It takes a 360 m long train 12 seconds to pass a pole. How long will it take to pass a platform 900 m 
long? 
(A) 40 seconds  (B) 32 seconds  (C) 42 seconds  (D)50 seconds 
Answer: (c) 42 seconds 
Solution:  
Speed = (360/12) m/sec = 30 m/sec 
Required Time = {(360+900) / 30} = 1260 / 30 = 42 seconds 

4. A train 300 m long is running at a speed of 54 km/hr. In what time will it pass a bridge 150 m long? 
(A) 32 seconds  (B) 30 seconds  (C) 51 seconds  (D)16 seconds 
Answer: (b) 30 seconds 
Solution: 
Speed = {54 × (5/18)} m/sec = 15 m/sec 
Total distance which needs to be covered = (300+150)m = 450m 
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Time = Distance/Speed 
Required Time = 450 / 15 = 30 seconds 

5. A man sitting in a train which is traveling at 50 kmph observes that a goods train, traveling in 
opposite direction, takes 9 seconds to pass him. If the goods train is 280 m long, find its speed in 
kilometers per hour? 
(A) 60   (B) 62   (C) 64   (D) 65 
Answer: (b) 62 
Solution: 

Relative speed =280/9  m / sec = (280/918/5)  kmph = 112 kmph. 
Speed of goods train = (112 - 50) kmph = 62 kmph. 

ODIA LANGUAGE  

_âZòg± 

aRâ - @g ò̂, \ù¸ûkò, _aò, Kêkògö 

aòRêkò - aò\êýZ gµû, ZWÿòZþ, PõPkû, lY_âbû, P_kû, ùiø\ûcò̂ úö 

aél - \îc, _û\_, Zeê, aòU_úö 

bâce - c]ê_, @kò, béw, hUþ_\, còkò¦ö 

cdìe - ùKKú, Kkû_ú, gòLú, ajðú, ^úkKY×, gòLŠúö 

ùcN - aûPò\, @bâ, N^, akûjK, aûeòaûj, ^úe\, Rk]e, _ùdû\, RúcìZ, @´ê\, aûeò]e, cê\òeö 

c ê̂hý - ^e, cû^a, c ê̂R, cYòhö 

eûRû - é̂_Zò, ^e_Zò, bì_, ^ùe¦â, bì_ûk, cjú_Zò, cjú_ûkö 

eûZâò - ò̂gò, ò̂gû, ò̂gò[ô̂ ú, eR^ú, ~ûcò̂ ú, gaðeú, aòbûaeú, lY\û, Zâò~ûcûö 

fZû - fZòKû, aâZZú, afäú, afäeúö 

flàú - Kckû, A¦òeû, ùfûKcûZû, cû, ecû, _\àû, _\àûkdûö 

gZî - @eò, @eûZò, eò_ê, ùa÷eúö 

geúe - ù\j, Kùkae, Kûd, a_êö 

iû_ - i_ð, @jò, `Yú, ùbûMú, CeM, bêRM, aòh]e, bêRw, bêRwc, Plêügâaû, KêŠkúö 

iì~ðý - eaò, \òaûKe, bûÄe, \ò̂ Ke, \ò̂ cYò, \ò̂ _Zò, @û\òZý, \êýcYò, Z_^, còjòe, \ò̂ a§ê, iaòZû,  

  ijiâûõgê, @õgêcûkú, cûðŠ, bû ê̂, aòaÊû þ̂, aòKð̂ ö 

ÊMð - Zâò\òa, Zâò\gûkd, iêeùfûK, \êýùfûKö 

Ê‰ð - K^K, iêa‰ð, KûõP^, ùjc, ^ûUKö 

iòõj - _gê_Zò, _gêeûR, ùKgeú, jeò, j~ðýl, _õPûiý, céMeûRö 

icê\â - \eò@û, iò§ê, iûMe, _ûeûaûe, e^ôûKe, @´ê]ô, aûeò]ô, Rk]ô, Rk ò̂]ô, C\]ô, aûeû ò̂]ô, _ùdû ò̂]ô,  

 @‰ða, @a]ô, @Kì_ûeö 

i§ýû - _âù\ûh, ò̂gûcêL, iûdõKûkö 

iõiûe - aògß, bêa^, RMZ, aâjàûŠö 

iKûk - _âbûZ, Chû, _âZêýh, _âûZüö 

jûZú - MR, jÉú, Keú, \ßò_, \ßòe\, Kê¬e, cûZw aûeY, \«ú, cûZM, cûZwc, iûew, @ù^K_ö 

 

1. ‘K’ É¸ ij ‘L’ É¸ iõù~ûM Keö 

 ‘K’ É¸   ‘L’ i¸ 

 (a) aòU_ú   (i) iû_  
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 (b) `Yú   (ii) jûZú 

 (c) @‰ða   (iii) aél 

 (d) \«ú   (iv) e^ôûKe 

 (A) a - i, b - ii, c - iii, d - iv (B) a - iii, b - ii, c - iv, d - i 
 (C) a - iii, b - i, c - iv, d - ii (D) a - i, b - iii, c - ii, d - iv   

2. cûðŠ Kûjûe _âZòg±? 

 (A) Ê‰ð (B) iì~ðý (C) ùcN (D) bâce 

3. @iwZKê _é[K Keö 

 (A) cê\òe (B) @´ê (C) aûeò]e (D) _dû\ 

4. ‘j~ðýl’ Kûjûe _âZòg± iìPû@? 

 (A) iòõj (B) jûZú (C) iû_ (D) cdìe 

5. ‘Kkû_ú’ Kûjûe _âZòg± iìPû@? 

 (A) bâce (B) eûZâò (C) iû_ (D) cdìe 

 

1- B, 2-B, 3-B, 4-A, 5-D 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


